Slow Joe

By CHARLIE HARRISON
and FRED ROSE

You've heard of Dapper Dan and Lovin' Sam
They say that Dapper Dan and Lovin' Sam
Caught a girl each night

But there's a boy in my home town
Who made himself a name
But this boy fished for twenty years and never got a bite

Now men like Hun and Lovin' Sam
Had lots of pep they say
He'd buy them rings and lots of things
Then find as sure as fate
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But this boy got his reputation just the other way. They named him Slow Joe, the slow-est man a livin', Slow Joe could never be forgiven. The girls all tried to love him in vain—He made a turtle look like a passenger train.
lacking in ambition Slow Joe was never in condition He'd

folks believed in making love Joe was a com'er But as a lover he would make a
go out to the races like a little rover And try to make a bet after the
darn good plumber race was over Slow Joe the slowest man a livin'

Never had a girl in his life life